
A True God 211 

Chapter 211 - God's Inheritance 

Mu Lanyin approached towards Ye Chen, she stopped beside Ye Chen, Mu Lanyin extended her hand 

towards Ye Chen’s mask. 

Her curiosity made Mu Lanyin unable to take it anymore,she wanted to see the true face of senior Chen. 

"Wait, what are you doing? "Qing Cheng tried to stop Mu Lanyin. 

Too bad Qing Cheng was to be a little late, Mu Lanyin had removed the mask that covered Ye Chen’s 

face. 

After the mask came off, Ye Chen’s handsome face was seen, seeing this face Mu Lanyin’s heart was 

very chaotic. 

If this was Ye Chen then what she experienced last night was reality, not a dream. 

Mu Lanyin aimed her sword at Ye Chen’s neck, she hated those who had stained her sacred possession. 

Seeing this, Qing Cheng immediately held Mu Lanyin’s hand "stop! ! ! "She tried to stop Mu Lanyin from 

doing anything dangerous to Ye Chen. 

"Why did you stop me? , quickly release me. "Mu Lanyin’s tone was very cold, this was the first time 

Qing Cheng heard this tone from Mu Lanyin. 

"Of course I have to stop you, how can you want to kill the person who saved you?" Qing Cheng tried to 

advise Mu Lanyin. 

However Ye Chen had saved them many times, if Ye Chen had not protected them both, surely they 

would now have died at the hands of the Undead dragon. 

Mu Lanyin’s ice sword was currently on Ye Chen’s neck, just one move Mu Lanyin could kill Ye Chen. 

Mu Lanyin’s heart found it very difficult to do this, even though Mu Lanyin hated this person, but her 

heart felt painful when she wanted to try to kill Ye Chen. 

Mu Lanyin repeatedly strengthened her resolve in her heart, unfortunately she was still unable to kill Ye 

Chen. 

Mu Lanyin who could not do this, she put her sword away from Ye Chen. 

"The reason I didn’t kill you is because you saved me, Hempfff" After saying this Mu Lanyin turned 

around, she moved away from Ye Chen’s body, in her heart Mu Lanyin was unable to see Ye Chen. 

Every time Mu Lanyin saw Ye Chen, Mu Lanyin’s heart would be very chaotic, she did not know what 

was really happening to her at this time, this was the first time a man had made herself confused like 

this. 

Qing Cheng was relieved that Mu Lanyin did not do bad things to Ye Chen, if Mu Lanyin did bad things to 

Ye Chen, Qing Cheng would be very difficult to stop Mu Lanyin. 



The only thing that can stop Mu Lanyin might be a nine-tailed fox. 

Ye Xiu was currently standing next to Ye Chen, from the start he had not stopped Mu Lanyin because Ye 

Xiu did not feel the killing aura from Mu Lanyin. 

Qing Cheng took Ye Chen’s head so that he had a back when resting, she waited patiently Ye Chen to get 

up again. 

30 minutes later Ye Chen opened his eyes, he felt a comfortable feeling behind his head, when Ye Chen 

opened his eyes completely he saw two large mountain peaks in front of his eyes. 

Ye Chen naturally knew who this large object was, this large object must belong to Qing Cheng, right 

now Ye Chen was on Qing Cheng’s lap. 

Seeing Ye Chen have woken up, Qing Cheng immediately asked "are you feeling better? " 

Ye Chen immediately got up from Qing Cheng’s lap, when he rose unintentionally, Ye Chen’s head 

bobbed the two soft mountain peaks of Qing Cheng. 

"Ah. . . . . "Qing Cheng groaned a little because of this. 

Ye Chen had just woken up, he hadn’t realized that his head had just touched a soft object belonging to 

Qing Cheng. 

"Yes, I’m fine" Ye Chen touched his forehead. 

When Ye Chen touched his face, he realized that the mask he was wearing had disappeared, it seemed 

like someone had taken his mask. 

"Where is my mask? Ye Chen asked Qing Cheng where his mask was. 

" that . . . . , Mu Lanyin had taken it "while saying this Qing Cheng lowered the tone of her voice so as 

not to be with Mu Lanyin who was in the distance. 

Ye Chen looked towards Mu Lanyin in the distance, right now he could only see Mu Lanyin’s back. 

"Actually, what happened when I passed out earlier?" Ye Chen asked what had happened when he was 

injured. 

Qing Cheng related everything that happened when Ye Chen fainted. 

Ye Chen heard the story from Qing Cheng. 

"So that’s how it happened" after hearing the story from Qing Cheng, Ye Chen learned what happened 

when he collapsed. 

Ye Chen did not regret that when he was pinched, Mu Lanyin intended to kill him, fortunately Mu Lanyin 

did not do that. 

Ye Chen rose to Mu Lanyin "Mu sect leader, long time no see" Ye Chen smiled wryly at Mu Lanyin. 

Because his identity was known Ye Chen did not hide anything from Mu Lanyin. 



Mu Lanyin did not hold greetings from Ye Chen at all, she kept turning her face towards the other 

direction, as if Mu Lanyin did not currently want to talk to Ye Chen. 

Seeing Mu Lanyin indifferent to him, Ye Chen sighed, it seemed like the fairy Mu Lanyin was angry at 

him. 

"Let’s go to the altar and see what’s there." Ye Chen invited Qing Cheng to go to the altar in front. 

Seeing Ye Chen go to the altar, Mu Lanyin also followed behind Ye Chen, she deliberately kept her 

distance from Ye Chen. 

When Ye Chen arrived in front of the altar he looked around, Ye Chen wanted to know what was the use 

of these three large statues. 

As Ye Chen was thinking, the three large statues began to glow with dazzling light. 

"Congratulations to the three of you who have made it through every obstacle to get here" an ancient 

voice came from the light. 

Because the light was too blinding Ye Chen could not see who was talking to him. 

When the blinding Light disappeared, he saw 3 giant creatures hovering in front of him. 

These 3 giant creatures are Dragon, Phoenix, and Butterfly. 

All three gave off a very strong aura. 

"Master, this is the Azure Dragon God, Phoenix Ice, and Purple Butterfly." Chu Yuechan looked very 

happy while telling Ye Chen this. 

After hearing this from Chu Yuechan, Ye Chen was quite surprised, he did not expect to see an extinct 

god being from the God Realm. 

although he only learned from books, Ye Chen’s knowledge of deity was not bad. 

Azure Dragon is said to be the most powerful dragon among the dragon races, the only one who can 

match the Azure dragon’s strength is only Tunder kirin. 

The second is the phoenix ice, although it is not as strong as the Azure dragon, the freezing power of the 

Phoenix Ice is very strong, the ice made by the Phoenix Ice can even last forever. 

The last one is a purple butterfly, this is a divine being that can control the soul of a god or a divine 

being, though not very strong, purple butterflies can control an opponent’s soul, the biggest weakness 

of a purple butterfly is that it cannot control people’s souls which is very strong. 

Today these three gods were standing in front of Ye Chen. 

"You have arrived here, all three of you are worthy to inherit our strength, do you want our inheritance 

of strength? "Azure Dragon asked Ye Chen, Qing Cheng and Mu Lanyin. 

"Of course we want to" Ye Chen of course wants to inherit this power. 



"Very good, before we all give inheritance to all of you, are you ready with the conditions? "Azure 

dragon asked Ye Chen and the Two Women if they were ready to accept the conditions given by the 

Azure dragon, Ice phoenix and purple butterfly. 

Chapter 212 - One Dragon And Two Phoenix 

"Conditions? What conditions should we fulfill?" Ye Chen asked what they had to fulfill in order to get 

the inheritance from this divine being. 

"Hahahaha, the conditions are very easy, our inheritance is intended for a pair of three people, so if you 

want to inherit our inheritance you will be bound forever" Azure Dragon tells the Terms they must fulfill. 

" What ! ! ! "Among the three people who was the most surprised was Mu Lanyin, she did not think that 

this inheritance was intended for couples. 

"Dragon ancestors, how can your inheritance be like that" Mu Lanyin protested against the Azure 

dragon. 

"The legacy that we left is meant for couples, if you don’t want it you can reject it" Phoenix ice spoke to 

Mu Lanyin. 

Gods will not force someone who does not want to inherit their power. 

Ye Chen and Qing Cheng didn’t really bother with this matter, Qing Cheng didn’t mind being a partner 

with Ye Chen, that’s why they had absolutely no problem with this. 

Hearing Phoenix Ice’s words, Mu Lanyin couldn’t say anything more. 

"Azure and Phoenix ancestors, I don’t mind, may I get an inheritance from you" Ye Chen had no problem 

with this. This power meant a lot to Ye Chen. 

When fighting with an undead dragon, Ye Chen understood that in this world there were a lot of strong 

people, if he did not immediately become strong, he would not be able to protect the most valuable 

treasure, his woman. 

"Of course you can, but you must convince the two women by your side" Azure Dragon said that Ye 

Chen could get this inheritance, if he succeeded in convincing Mu Lanyin and Qing Cheng. 

"Fairy Qing, do you want to inherit this power with me?" Ye Chen asked Qing Cheng. 

Hearing this, Qing Cheng’s face began to turn red, for Qing Cheng this was like an application she had 

never done. 

Qing Cheng didn’t answer, she just nodded at Ye Chen agreeing with Ye Chen’s proposal. 

Seeing Qing Cheng agree Ye Chen was happy, now all that was left was to convince Mu Lanyin. 

"Mu fairy, are you. . . "." No" Before Ye Chen even finished his words, he had been rejected outright by 

Mu Lanyin. 

Mu Lanyin was a woman from the Frozen Ice Sect, she would not let a man stain her body. 



"Azure’s ancestors seem to be the only two of us who want your inheritance" because Mu Lanyin did 

not want it, only he and Qing Cheng wanted this inheritance. 

"I told you this inheritance is for three people, you still lack one more person so we cannot give this 

inheritance to you" Azure Dragon said that this inheritance cannot be given if there is a lack of people. 

"Mu Lanyin, are you sure you don’t want to inherit power from the gods, this is a once-in-a-lifetime 

opportunity I hope you will not waste this golden opportunity" The purple butterfly spoke to Mu Lanyin. 

The purple butterfly had peeked at Lanyin’s soul, she knew the name Mu Lanyin very easily. 

Mu Lanyin is currently confused whether he should accept this inheritance or not, this is indeed a very 

lucrative offer to inherit the power of a divine being. 

Ye Chen went down the altar, when Ye Chen left, he was called by Qing Cheng "Ye Chen where are you 

going? "Qing Cheng asked where Ye Chen would go". 

"I want to go home, there is no point in seeing something that can not be obtained" there is no point in 

staying here and only see a legacy that can not be obtained. 

"Wait" Mu Lanyin stopped Ye Chen. 

"Mu Fairy, what’s up? "Ye Chen asked. 

"Let’s try accepting this inheritance" Mu Lanyin turned her face aside, she wanted to try accepting the 

inheritance of the gods, maybe she could accept this inheritance without having to become a partner 

with Ye Chen. 

Ye Chen immediately turned back towards the altar, he stood in the middle of Qing Cheng and Mu 

Lanyin. 

"Very good, you all prepare yourself to receive our inheritance" Azure Dragon, Phoenix Ice and purple 

butterflies each gave three drops of their blood to Ye Chen, Mu Lanyin and Qing Cheng. 

These three drops of blood began to enter Ye Chen, Mu Lanyin, and Qing Cheng’s bodies. 

Blood began to circulate throughout the three people’s bodies, Ye Chen, Mu Lanyin and Qing Cheng 

crossed, they tried to do the blood fusion they got from the Divine Beings. 

Ye Chen had inherited the blood of Sage gods, strangely the blood of sage gods did not refuse when 

Azure Dragon’s blood entered Ye Chen’s body. 

The blood of Sage Gods and Azure Dragons can be fully fused. 

Mu Lanyin and Qing Cheng had also finished fusing blood from the Phoenix Ice and Purple Butterfly. 

Ye Chen, Mu Lanyin and Qing Cheng finally finished blood fusion. 

"Now we will give our souls and cultivation techniques to you" Azure Dragon, Phoenix Ice and purple 

butterflies want to give their souls to Ye Chen and the two women. 

The soul of the Azure Dragon entered Ye Chen’s dantian, the dragon soul perched on Ye Chen’s sea of 

Qi. 



The soul of the Phoenix Ice entered dantian Mu Lanyin, while the soul of the purple butterfly entered 

dantian Qing Cheng. 

After giving their souls, a piece of information entered Ye Chen’s mind was the Dual Cultivation 

technique discussed by the Azure Dragon. 

The name of this technique is One Dragon and Two Phoenix, to cultivate this technique requires the 

souls of Azure Dragon, Ice Phoenix and purple butterflies. 

Aside from being a two cultivation technique this technique can also be used to attack, the way is to 

unite the souls of Azure Dragon, Phoenix Ice and Purple Butterfly. 

When the soul of a divine being is brought together it will create an extraordinary power. 

After receiving Azure Dragon’s soul, Ye Chen felt that his body became very hot and uncomfortable. 

The flames at the bottom of Ye Chen began to rise, Mu Lanyin and Qing Cheng also felt the same way as 

Ye Chen, except they felt their bodies were very cold like Ice. 

Even Mu Lanyin who cultivated the Ice technique could not withstand the cold in his body, he wanted 

the warmth to melt this coldness. 

"Henceforth I leave it to you, hope all three of you enjoy it" Azure Dragon, Phoenix Ice and purple 

butterfly disappeared from Ye Chen’s presence. 

In this place now only Ye Chen, Mu Lanyin and Qing Cheng were left. 

Ye Chen tried to calm the fire under his body, but this burning sensation was very uncomfortable. 

Ye Chen needed something cold to cool the heat in his body. 

Unconsciously Ye Chen reached for Mu Lanyin who was closest to him . 

"Ye Chen, what are you doing, quickly release me, I feel very uncomfortable" Mu Lanyin who felt heat 

from Ye Chen’s hand, her body felt like it was melting because of this heat, although this feeling was 

very comfortable Mu Lanyin would not let Ye Chen touch her body. 

Ye Chen was not too happy to see Mu Lanyin rejecting him, right now Ye Chen was very hot he had to 

find a place to confide in. 

From behind an arm hugging Ye Chen’s neck, "Ye Chen I’m very uncomfortable please help me", Qing 

Cheng felt uncomfortable with the cold in her body, right now she needed Ye Chen to melt the cold 

feeling inside her body. 

Ye Chen immediately hugged Qing Chenh and rolled on the floor. 

Chapter 213 - Enjoy The Service Of Qing Cheng 

Ye Chen could not take it anymore. He immediately kissed Qing Cheng very greedily. 

Qing Cheng also began to welcome a kiss from Ye Chen, Qing Cheng’s tongue very cleverly began to 

snare Ye Chen’s tongue. 



This woman knew how to make Ye Chen happy. 

On the other hand Mu Lanyin saw how the two shameless people were kissing passionately, seeing what 

Ye Chen and Qing Cheng were doing, making Mu Lanyin’s face blush. 

Mu Lanyin was currently trying desperately to endure a very uncomfortable cold feeling in her body. 

After doing a passionate kiss Ye Chen began to release the belt of Qing Cheng’s shirt. 

Qing Cheng used ancient clothes, Ye Chen had to take off several layers of clothing worn by Qing Cheng. 

After all the clothes were taken off, Qing Cheng’s well-developed body was presented in front of Ye 

Chen. 

Qing Cheng’s body looks very perfect, two large size G Cup mountains look still tight and have a very 

perfect shape, the waist with the shape of a willow tree that is perfect for holding, plus a very sexy 

buttocks. 

Qing Cheng’s entire body appealed to every man who saw it. 

Qing Cheng made a very seductive pose for Ye Chen, Qing Cheng raised a finger and told Ye Chen to 

commit herself. 

This woman is indeed the reincarnation of Succubus every movement can make men become excited. 

Ye Chen who was already very uncomfortable, immediately pounced towards Qing Cheng’s seductive 

body. 

Ye Chen immediately stroked Qing Cheng’s beautiful body like getting a favorite food in this world. 

"Ah. . . . . , ah . . . . , ah . . . . , ah . . . . , this is great. "Every touch of Ye Chen made Qing Cheng feel like 

she was in heaven, for Qing Cheng Ye Chen’s skills were the most powerful in the world. 

Ye Chen began to squeeze Qing Cheng’s two soft mountains, the texture of this thing was very soft, Ye 

Chen felt this was the softest thing he had touched. 

The size of Qing Cheng Mountain is very large, Ye Chen’s hands are incapable of holding these two big 

mountains. 

"Ah. . . . , ah . . . , ah . . . Ye Chen, don’t be too strong when squeezing it. "Qing Cheng could no longer 

hold back the pleasure that was underneath by Ye Chen’s hands. 

Ye Chen buried his face in this soft object, it felt more comfortable than burrowing his head in a cotton 

swab. 

Qing Cheng’s body odor was very fragrant like a flower, this made the man who breathed it addicted to 

the smell that was issued by Qing Cheng’s body. 

Ye Chen not only buried his face in this soft object, he began to suck and bite Qing Cheng’s pink cherries. 

"Ah. . . . . , naughty baby, how can you suck mine? "Qing Cheng immediately hugged Ye Chen’s head, she 

felt like hugging her favorite baby. 



Mu Lanyin was currently closing her eyes to calm herself, but Qing Cheng’s moan made her lose 

concentration. 

Mu Lanyin felt that she needed the warmth from Ye Chen, Mu Lanyin rejected this idea, whatever 

happened she had to go through all this. 

Qing Cheng did not want to remain silent enjoying Ye Chen’s services, she had to take turns serving Ye 

Chen. 

Qing Cheng’s hand began to descend towards Ye Chen’s younger brother, she immediately grabbed Ye 

Chen’s large object. 

When QIng Cheng grabbed this large object, she was very surprised, the object in her hand was very 

large, Qing Cheng never knew that a man could have an object of this size. 

Qing Cheng broke away from Ye Chen, she leaned closer to Ye Chen’s ear and whispered "Ye Chen lie 

down, let me serve you well" Qing Cheng told Ye Chen to lay on the floor. 

Ye Chen did what Qing Cheng said, he wanted to know what this succubus woman would do. 

This was the first time Ye Chen did Dual Cultivation with an experienced woman, he wanted to feel the 

techniques possessed by Qing Cheng. 

Qing Cheng knelt before Ye Chen, she began to take off the clothes and pants that Ye Chen was wearing. 

When the pants were opened a large object bounced and hit Qing Cheng’s face. 

"Huh ? ? " Qing Cheng was surprised to see that Ye Chen’s object was "very big", very long and very 

large in diameter. 

Ye Chen was very proud that his object was praised by Qing Cheng 

This thing must have been a dream for all the women in this world, Qing Cheng began to touch Ye 

Chen’s large meat stick, one hand Qing Cheng was unable to hold this large object. 

Qing Cheng needed her two hands to hold Ye Chen’s large meat stick. 

Qing Cheng stuck out her tongue and began to lick the shaft of Ye Chen’s large object. 

QIng Cheng’s tongue very skillfully began to dance on Ye Chen’s shaft. 

"Uh. . . " Ye Chen tried to hold back the pleasure of Qing Cheng’s tongue. 

The ability of Qing Cheng’s tongue is very strong, this is very different from the skills of a virgin woman. 

Qing Cheng really liked this big object, the taste of licking this thing was really good, she couldn’t take it 

anymore, she put Ye Chen’s object in her mouth. 

Ye Chen felt his object enter a very warm, comfortable and very narrow place, when Ye Chen looked 

down he saw almost all of his large objects being swallowed up by Qing Cheng. 

Qing Cheng was so great he was able to put all of Ye Chen’s big objects in her throat. 



Qing Cheng herself felt her throat fill up when Ye Chen’s large object entered, it was very tight and very 

comfortable for Qing Cheng. 

Qing Cheng began to move back and forth to serve Ye Chen’s large object. 

Qing Cheng’s tongue whirled around serving Ye Chen’s large object, Qing Cheng’s teeth scratched at Ye 

Chen’s large object. 

When Qing Cheng’s teeth scratched his, Ye Chen did not feel any uncomfortable feeling, instead he felt 

an incomparable pleasure from Qing Cheng’s technique. 

"Ehmmmm. . . . . " Ye Chen roared, the extension of Qing Cheng’s technique was indeed very great. 

For nearly 10 minutes Qing Cheng served Ye Chen’s large meat stick with her mouth, Ye Chen was very 

strong able to withstand her techniques. 

"Husband, is my technique very rusty, I can’t even get you out" Qing Cheng had not had sex for a long 

time, after becoming a leader of the Qing Cheng sect no longer touched male and female relations. 

"Your technique is amazing, make me more comfortable" Ye Chen helped set Qing Cheng’s hair back, 

now Qing Cheng’s teasing face was presented in front of Ye Chen. 

Qing Cheng who had just stopped continuing to serve Ye Chen’s large object, "Slurp. . . ., Slurp. . . . Slurp 

. . . Slurp . . . "This time Qing Cheng’s mouth suction was stronger than before, Ye Chen felt 

incomparable pleasure from Qing Cheng. 

Mu Lanyin continued to hear the shameless voice from the front, she peeked a little and wanted to see 

what Ye Chen and Qing Cheng were doing. 

When Mu Lanyin opened her eyes, she was shocked by the sight presented in front of her. 

Mu Lanyin was currently seeing Ye Chen lying on the floor, and Qing Cheng was under serving a large 

and very terrible object. 

Mu Lanyin could not believe that a male object of this size, how could an object of this size enter a 

woman’s body, wouldn’t this large object immediately destroy the small cave that belonged to every 

woman entered by Ye Chen’s large object. 

Chapter 214 - The Temptation Of Two Fairies 

Until now Ye Chen had not yet come out, Qing Cheng’s jaw had been completely numbed by Ye Chen’s 

large object. 

Qing Cheng used another method to stimulate Ye Chen, she used her hand to grab Ye Chen’s two egg 

bags. 

Qing Cheng began to touch these two balls very gently, 

"Ah. . . . . . . . "Qing Cheng’s fingers made Ye Chen unable to stand. 

On the other hand Mu Lanyin was no longer strong, she felt he would die from this cold feeling, without 

saying much Mu Lanyin went to Ye Chen’s side. 



Mu Lanyin approached and suddenly held Ye Chen’s face on the floor. 

Ye Chen who saw this immediately woke up, he sat down and hugged Mu Lanyin’s body. 

Ye Chen removed the veil belonging to Mu Lanyin, Mu Lanyin’s beautiful face was seen by Ye Chen, Mu 

Lanyin’s face was perfect, this face was like a pure fairy coming down from the sky. 

Mu Lanyin did not fight when the veil was released by Ye Chen, at this moment she was desperate for 

the warmth of Ye Chen’s body. 

Ye Chen began to kiss Mu Lanyin’s lips, he greedily kissed the cherry lips of Mu Lanyin. 

This was the first time Mu Lanyin was kissed by the opposite sex, this feeling had never been felt by Mu 

Lanyin, she felt really enjoyed when it was kissed by Ye Chen. 

Ye Chen began to insert his tongue to snare Mu Lanyin’s tongue, Mu Lanyin involuntarily biting 

something that entered her mouth. 

"Don’t bite" Ye Chen told Mu Lanyin not to bite his tongue. 

Mu Lanyin who heard this immediately loosened her teeth. 

Now that Ye Chen trapped Mu Lanyin’s tongue very freely, Mu Lanyin did not know what to do, she only 

passively accepted the invasion carried out by Ye Chen. 

"Slurp. . . . . , Slurp. . . . . , Slurp. . . . . , Slurp. . . . . , Slurp. . . . . "At the bottom, Qing Cheng forcefully 

sucked on Ye Chen’s object, seeing Mu Lanyin and Ye Chen having fun at the top, Qing Cheng didn’t 

want to lose. 

She was very eager to suck Ye Chen’s, she didn’t care about her tired jaws, what she wanted now was to 

make Ye Chen happy with her. 

A good woman is a woman who can make her men happy. 

"Emmmm. . . . "Qing Cheng’s mouth service skills make Ye Chen feel in heaven, soon Ye Chen will come 

out inside Qing Cheng’s narrow mouth. 

Seeing Ye Chen moaning in pleasure made Qing Cheng even more enthusiastic, she used all kinds of 

tricks she had to get Ye Chen out. 

While restraining Qing Cheng’s services, Ye Chen’s hand began to take off Mu Lanyin’s white phoenix 

outfit. 

Ye Chen wanted to see Mu Lanyin’s beautiful body. 

Mu Lanyin broke away from Ye Chen’s kiss, she helped Ye Chen undress herself. 

After the clothes were removed, Mu Lanyin’s beautiful body was displayed in front of Ye Chen. 

Ye Chen was very excited to see Fairy Mu Lanyin the longest, this body was very beautiful and perfect, 

everything felt very fitting and there was no slightest lack of it. 



Ye Chen rubbed Mu Lanyin’s beautiful body, he played with Mu Lanyin’s two big rabbits, it was very 

pleasant. It was very chewy and tight. 

"Ah. . . . . . . . . . . . , don’t squeeze it, umm "Mu Lanyin refused as Ye Chen squeezed her two things. 

Ye Chen kissed Mu Lanyin’s lips again, he completely ignored Mu Lanyin’s refusal, right now he wanted 

to enjoy every inch of Mu Lanyin’s fairy body. 

"Stop it, I feel something is coming out, ah. . . . . . . . . "Mu Lanyin is very weak in matters of men and 

women, just by the touch Ye Chen made it come out. 

Ye Chen kissed Mu Lanyin’s very soft lips. 

Upper and lower stimulation made Ye Chen very excited, he felt like he wanted to reach the peak of 

happiness soon. 

Squeezing Ye Chen’s large object twitching, Qing Cheng knew that Ye Chen was coming out soon, she 

accelerated her back and forth movements to make Ye Chen come out. 

"I’m coming out" Ye Chen let go of one hand from Mu Lanyin, he used this hand to hold Qing Cheng’s 

head from leaving when he took out white magma. 

" byur . . . .,byur . . . ., byur . . . ., byur . . . ., byur . . . "Ye Chen came out. 

"Glup . . . ., glup . . . ., glup . . . ., glup . . . ., glup . . . ., glup . . . , "Qing Cheng could not back down, she 

could only drink all of the Yangqi issued by Ye Chen ". 

All Ye Chen’s white magma was swallowed up by Qing Cheng, Qing Cheng felt that Yang Chen Ye Chen 

was very rich and pure, the taste was also extraordinary, this was the most delicious food Qing Cheng 

had ever tasted. 

Qing Cheng felt he was addicted to Ye Chen’s Yangqi. 

After finishing, Qing Cheng helped clean Ye Chen’s younger brother by mouth, "Slurp. . . "Qing Cheng 

sucked the rest of Yangqi inside Ye Chen’s large object. 

"Husband, thank you for the food" Qing Cheng thanked me for the most delicious food she had ever 

eaten. 

Ye Chen who heard this returned to excitement, the object underneath reemerged. 

"Geez, this is still very strong." Qing Cheng saw the object in her hand hardened again. 

Qing Cheng rubbed this thing into her delicate pieces, she really liked this big thing. 

Ye Chen could not stand the temptation of this fairy teaser, he put down Mu Lanyin and went to reverse 

Qing Cheng. 

At this time Qing Cheng knelt on the ground, from behind Ye Chen gripped Qing Cheng’s waist. 

"Teaser fairy, get ready to feel my strength" Ye Chen directed his younger brother into Qing Cheng’s 

honey cave which was already very wet like running water. 



"Husband come here let me help you put it in" one hand Qing Cheng grabbed Ye Chen’s large object and 

began to guide him into the honey cave entrance. 

After feeling the position was right Ye Chen directly pierced QIng Cheng’s honey cave very strongly. 

"Uh. . . . . . . . "Qing Cheng came out immediately when Ye Chen’s large object hit the flower core. 

Qing Cheng’s body seemed to be torn apart when Ye Chen’s large object entered, it felt very full and 

bulging. 

Without waiting for Qing Cheng to get used to his size Ye Chen started to piston in Qing Cheng’s honey 

cave. 

"Ah. . . . . ., ah. . . . . ., ah. . . . . ., ah. . . . . ., ah. . . . . ., ah. . . . . "Qing Cheng couldn’t resist the pleasure she 

felt from Ye Chen’s large object. 

Her body felt a great feeling, after tasting a taste like this where there might be a woman who was 

willing to leave Ye Chen. 

"Husband is even louder, make me yours completely" Qing Cheng began shouting to stimulate Ye Chen. 

Ye Chen himself felt that Qing Cheng’s honey cave was still very tight like a virgin, Qing Cheng’s honey 

cave was like a mouth that sucked hers deep inside. 

Every time Ye Chen advanced, the walls of the Honey Cave would immediately tighten with a very 

powerful force, this feeling was very great for Ye Chen. 

Qing Cheng who used to be a teaser this time was made helpless by Ye Chen, Qing Cheng had come out 

several times. 

"Ah. . . . . , I will get out, even faster. . . "Qing Cheng came out again, Qing Cheng suddenly fainted. 

now Qing Cheng’s body and mind were completely conquered by Ye Chen. 

Seeing Qing Cheng who was no longer able, Ye Chen decided to go to Mu Lanyin’s side. 

He immediately embraced Mu Lanyin’s naked body lustfully. 

Chapter 215 - Mu Lanyin Is Conquered 

At this time Mu Lanyin could not think clearly, she was already very passionate because it was too long 

to hold the cold in her body. 

Ye Chen began to caress and lick all parts of Mu Lanyin’s body, Mu Lanyin’s body felt very cold to the 

touch, maybe this was the effect of the technique she was cultivating. 

Mu Lanyin’s body felt very comfortable when touched by Ye Chen, this feeling was very comfortable, 

she began to be addicted to this feeling. 

"Mu Lanyin’s fairy, do you want to feel a better feeling than this" Ye Chen teased Mu Lanyin, the feeling 

of teasing this usually cold woman was very pleasant. 



Mu Lanyin nodded to Ye Chen, right now she just wanted to get more pleasure, all her cold pride was 

gone. 

After getting approval from Mu Lanyin, Ye Chen grew even bolder, he laid Mu Lanyin down. 

Ye Chen opened Mu Lanyin’s legs to form the letter M, Mu Lanyin’s secret zone was exposed in front of 

Ye Chen. 

The mouth of Mu Lanyin’s honey cave was already wet with juice, this was very fat and pink in color, 

there was little hair growing around Mu Lanyin’s honey cave, this was very beautiful, Ye Chen admired 

this beautiful work. 

Ye Chen began to bring his face closer to Mu Lanyin’s honey cave. 

Seeing what Ye Chen was doing, Mu Lanyin who was still a little conscious immediately tried to close her 

legs, she was very embarrassed when her private parts were seen by Ye Chen. 

Ye Chen’s neck was currently gnawed by Mu Lanyin’s two legs, Ye Chen felt that Mu Lanyin was very 

troublesome, he had to use his strength to open Mu Lanyin’s legs. 

After the legs were reopened Ye Chen immediately licked Mu Lanyin’s honey cave with his tongue. 

When Ye Chen did this Mu Lanyin immediately lost the strength to fight, Mu Lanyin’s feet felt very soft 

when Ye Chen licked her private parts. 

The juice that was issued by Mu Lanyin tasted very good, it was also very rich in Yinqi, Ye Chen licked the 

mouth of Mu Lanyin’s honey cave passionately. 

Ye Chen began to insert his tongue into Mu Lanyin’s honey cave, when Ye Chen did this, Mu Lanyin’s 

body trembled. 

"Ah. . . . . Ye Chen. . . . . Stop it, don’t put your tongue in. . . . . " Mu Lanyin protested as Ye Chen’s tongue 

entered her honey cave, she tried to push Ye Chen’s head away from her. 

Ye Chen continued to suck Mu Lanyin’s honey cave passionately. 

"Ah. . . . . . . . , "Mu Lanyin finally reached its peak, Mu Lanyin’s body shook violently. 

After coming out twice Mu Lanyin’s consciousness began to return, she could not believe she was doing 

something like this with Ye Chen, she was very ashamed of her shameless self. 

Ye Chen wrapped his arms around Mu Lanyin’s waist and lifted it up, Ye Chen held Mu Lanyin’s lap. 

Ye Chen’s younger brother was ready to break into the gate that was still tightly closed. 

Ye Chen couldn’t wait to take away the beautiful and cold fairy Mu Lanyin. 

"Ye Chen, stop it, we can’t do something like this" Mu Lanyin who had begun to consciously try to resist 

the invasion of the large object Ye Chen. 

"Fairy, I really like you, do you not want to be my woman?" Ye Chen said what was in his heart, he really 

liked Mu Lanyin. 



After hearing Ye Chen’s confession, Mu Lanyin’s body stopped revolting, in her heart Mu Lanyin felt a 

very sweet feeling. 

In Mu Lanyin’s small heart she accepted Ye Chen as her husband "ah forget, she has seen my real face, 

from now on she is my husband" Mu Lanyin began to acknowledge Ye Chen as her man. 

Mu Lanyin shyly buried her face in Ye Chen’s chest. 

Ye Chen who saw Mu Lanyin’s shy behavior was more excited, he had never seen the cold Fairy Mu 

Lanyin shameless like this. 

Ye Chen aimed his large object at the mouth of Mu Lanyin’s honey cave. 

"Mu Lanyin fairy are you ready?" Ye Chen asked Mu Lanyin if he was ready to accept the large object Ye 

Chen. 

"Don’t call me the fairy Mu Lanyin, you can just call me Lanyin, okay" Mu Lanyin acted sassyly at Ye 

Chen. 

Ye Chen was quite surprised to see the change in Mu Lanyin that was 180 degrees from normal, the 

normally cold and indifferent nature now lost was replaced with a sassy nature. 

"Lanyin, I’m going in." Ye Chen pushed his big object into Mu Lanyin’s honey cave. 

"Ah. . . . . . " Mu Lanyin groaned in pain as Ye Chen’s large object entered. 

Though Ye Chen had already slightly reduced his large object so as not to hurt Mu Lanyin, it turned out 

that this was still very large for Mu Lanyin’s small hole. 

Mu Lanyin was moved to tears, the virgin she had kept for 7 decades was finally taken by Ye Chen. 

"Does it hurt?" Ye Chen asked Mu Lanyin attentively. 

"No, you can move" Mu Lanyin told Ye Chen to move. 

after knowing Mu Lanyin was okay, Ye Chen immediately made a piston motion inside Mu Lanyin’s 

honey cave. 

"Ah. . . . ., ah. . . . ., ah. . . . ., ah. . . . . "When Ye Chen moved in and out, Mu Lanyin felt a feeling that was 

not written by words, this feeling was extraordinary, Mu Lanyin never knew that in this world there was 

this bad feeling. 

"Ah. . . . "Ye Chen also groaned a bit, Mu Lanyin’s hole was very narrow and felt very cold, Ye Chen had 

never tried feelings like this before. 

Ye Chen’s body felt cold and hot, this truly was extraordinary. 

After several times pumping Ye Chen made his things return to their original size. As Ye Chen’s object 

enlarged, Mu Lanyin felt that her body felt very full of Ye Chen’s objects. 

"Ye Chen, why is your object so big, I’m afraid" Mu Lanyin was afraid when Ye Chen’s object was actually 

bigger. 



She felt Her body could be torn apart by this large object. 

"You don’t need to worry, this thing will make you feel in heaven," Ye Chen said to Mu Lanyin. 

"But. . , uh. . . . . "When Mu Lanyin was about to speak, but Ye Chen’s object poked her flower core. 

This taste was extraordinary, Mu Lanyin immediately reached the peak. 

With the king’s heart technique and his large object, Ye Chen could easily get women out, no matter if 

they were virgins or veterans in bed, under Ye Chen’s objects they could definitely be conquered. 

Ye Chen continued pumping at a steady pace, every time he poked the core of Mu Lanyin’s flower, Mu 

Lanyin would definitely immediately moan with passion. 

"Ye Chen, faster. . ., Make me even more comfortable. "Mu Lanyin began to drown by the pleasure 

given by Ye Chen, she began to forget her identity which was the leader of the Frozen Ice Sect. 

Ye Chen suddenly stopped moving "call me a good husband" Ye Chen wanted to hear Mu Lanyin call him 

husband. 

"Good husband, please don’t tease me anymore, I’m very uncomfortable," Mu Lanyin obediently called 

a good husband. 

Hearing this Ye Chen was very happy, he was more eager to do Mu Lanyin’s honey cave. 

after 20 minutes Ye Chen finally began to feel that he was going to come out, Ye Chen accelerated his 

movements and thrust his object into Mu Lanyin’s innermost part. 

"Ah. . . . . , Byur. . . . ., Byur. . . . . . . . . "Ye Chen is circulating his Yangqi in the depths of the Mu Lanyin 

flower core. 

Mu Lanyin’s flat stomach immediately became bloated due to the abundance of Yangqi Ye Chen’s liquid, 

Mu Lanyin almost looked like a pregnant woman. 

Ye Chen couldn’t believe that he came out this much, Mu Lanyin made himself very happy. 

Mu Lanyin had collapsed at this time, she had reached the top many times and was very tired now. 

After coming out Ye Chen’s object was not at all soft This was still hard as iron. 

Ye Chen was hugged by someone. 

From behind Ye Chen was hugged by someone, the one who hugged Ye Chen’s neck was Qing Cheng. 

"Husband, do you still want more? "Qing Cheng who previously fainted has regained consciousness, she 

wants to do dual Cultivation with Ye Chen. 

Qing Cheng’s body, which had been dry for a long time, She wanted to be moisturized by Ye Chen who 

was very strong, she was very addicted to Ye Chen’s ability in bed. 

Without saying much Ye Chen pounced on Qing Cheng’s body, a groan resounded in this room. 

Chapter 216 - Azure Dragon's Bone Marrow. 



Ye Chen opened his eyes very heavily, after Ye Chen opened his eyes he immediately looked around, 

currently on both his arms lay Mu Lanyin and Qing Cheng who were sleeping very soundly, both of them 

looked very exhausted after a long fight with him. 

The battle between Ye Chen, Mu Lanyin and Qing Cheng continued for three days and two nights. 

The two women were carried out by Ye Chen until they did not have the strength to get up again. 

Mu Lanyin and Qing Cheng took turns serving Ye Chen, after being carried out by Ye Chen for three days, 

Mu Lanyin became a very obedient woman. 

He did whatever Ye Chen wanted, even the cold elf Mu Lanyin wanted to serve Ye Chen’s younger 

brother by mouth. 

At first Mu Lanyin did not like this, but after tasting Ye Chen’s essence ,she became addicted to its 

delicious tast. 

Qing Cheng is no better than Mu Lanyin, because Mu Lanyin fainted so often, Qing Cheng was forced to 

fight Ye Chen alone, this was very tiring for Qing Cheng. 

After a very long battle, the two women were filled with Ye Chen’s essence to the full. 

At the moment Mu Lanyin and Qing Cheng’s appearance looked more moist and beautiful, they were 

much prettier after receiving Yangqi Essence from Ye Chen. 

The two women haven’t woken up, if they woke up and saw their current appearance, the two of them 

would be very surprised. 

Ye Chen got up from the floor, he as much as possible to wake up without waking the two women. 

Ye Chen took a pillow and blanket to cover the two women, Mu Lanyin and Qing Cheng were very 

exhausted, they both couldn’t wake up from sleep. 

Ye Chen took his clothes, then put on those clothes. 

After finishing wearing clothes, Ye Chen looked towards the altar, at the moment on the altar there was 

only a statue of Azure Dragon, a statue of the Phoenix Ice and a purple butterfly had vanished. 

Ye Chen was confused why the statue of the Phoenix Ice and purple butterfly vanished, while Ye Chen 

was thinking, a light shone from the Azure Dragon statue. 

This light enveloped Ye Chen’s body and made an isolation barrier that made outsiders unable to know 

what was happening inside. 

"Congratulations on your successful double fusion with your two women" Azure Dragon congratulated 

Ye Chen. 

"Thank you dragon ancestors for the inheritance you have given" Ye Chen thanked the inheritance given 

by Azure Dragon. 



"Hahahaha, you don’t need to thank me, I should instead thank you for accepting my inheritance, in 

front of the inheritance of the Sage Gods that you have, my inheritance is nothing" Azure Dragon said 

that his inheritance was nothing compared to his the inheritance of Ye Chen’s Sage God. 

Ye Chen was surprised that Azure Dragon knew that he had a legacy from the Sage God. 

"Azure ancestors, how did you know that I have the inheritance of the Sage God? "Ye Chen wants to 

know how Azure Dragon knows that he has the inheritance of the Sage God. 

"I only found out after the soul I gave into your body, at that time I felt that my soul met something very 

powerful, after that I dug deeper about you, I found that you are the heir of a great Sage God" Azure 

Dragon told how did he find out that Ye Chen had the legacy of the Sage God. 

Ye Chen nodded to Azure Dragon. 

"I don’t have much time left, now I will give you something very special, just like my soul, this might be 

the only one left in this world" Azure Dragon told Ye Chen that he would still give Ye Chen something 

very valuable. 

" What is that ? "Ye Chen asked what the Azure dragon would give him. 

"This is the Bone marrow that I have, I intend to give this thing to you" Azure Dragon wanted to give the 

bone marrow to Ye Chen. 

TheBone marrow is something that is very valuable for the life of each individual creature, if this is found 

or damaged the individual creature will become paralyzed. 

"Azure’s ancestors were very valuable to you, I am afraid that if you give me you will be harmed" Ye 

Chen said that he didn’t really need that thing. 

"Hahahaha, you’re a very good person, but you don’t need to worry about me, I’m just a remnant of the 

soul, after I gave my soul to you, my existence will soon disappear from this world, before I disappear, at 

least I will give what I have to my heir "Azure Dragon said to Ye Chen that he would soon disappear from 

this world. 

just like Phoenix Ice and purple butterflies, Azure Dragon will also disappear from this world. 

"Prepare yourself, this will be very painful" Azure Dragon prepared to put his bone marrow into Ye 

Chen’s body. 

Ye Chen immediately prepared to receive the Azure Dragon’s bone marrow. 

When Ye Chen’s bone marrow was replaced by Azure Dragon’s, Ye Chen felt the back of his property 

was very painful, this was even more painful than when Ye Chen received blood from the Sage Gods. 

Ye Chen tried to hold back his might, after 1 hour finally the Azure Dragon bone marrow managed to 

fuse with Ye Chen’s body. 

The process was terrible, it was the most terrible experience Ye Chen had ever experienced. 

"Alright now your body has become a complete dragon body, I hope you use my inheritance very well, 

under this altar there is a treasure warehouse, you can take all the treasures and objects that are below 



here, after the rest of my soul disappears this place will collapse within 1x24 hours, good luck "after 

saying the Azure Dragon Soul’s parting words disappear. 

Azure dragon statue also disappeared from this place. 

After getting the Azure Dragon’s Bone Marrow, Ye Chen felt his body become very strong, the effect of 

his strength could be clearly felt by Ye Chen. 

Ye Chen wanted to test his strength by hitting the stone floor in this place. 

"Bammmm. . . . "A very loud sound rang out, the stone floor under Ye Chen cracked slightly after 

receiving the strongest blow Ye Ye did. 

After seeing this Ye Chen was very happy, this was a very great improvement, before with the DESOLATE 

PALMS technique Ye Chen was still unable to scratch the floor in this place. 

After getting the Azure Dragon inheritance Ye Chen was finally able to scratch this floor. 

Right now Ye Chen’s strength was in the sixth level of the Overlord Realm, although Ye Chen’s realm 

didn’t increase too much, but Ye Chen’s strength rose very rapidly, now he wasn’t afraid even if he had 

to fight hundreds of undead dragons like before. 

"What happened" because of the loud noise Ye Chen had just made, Mu Lanyin and Qing Cheng 

immediately woke up. 

Mu Lanyin and Qing Cheng thought that someone was attacking them. 

"You two are calm, just now I’m just testing the strength I have" Ye Chen immediately explained to the 

two women what had happened before. 

"Husband, you frighten us both" Qing Cheng complained that Ye Chen frightened her while she was 

sleeping soundly. 

Chapter 217 - Treasure Room 

Mu Lanyin and Qing Cheng were awake, they began to take their clothes, they immediately dressed in 

front of Ye Chen. 

Ye Chen did not blink when he saw this scene. 

"Husband, what you saw, didn’t you see enough last night?" Qing Cheng teased Ye Chen with her very 

passionate words. 

"How could I possibly see the beauty of your fairy two?" Ye Chen approached and hugged the waist of 

the two women. 

Ye Chen’s hands began to dishonestly touched the bodies of his two women. 

Mu Lanyin immediately stopped Ye Chen’s hands from acting even further "Ye Chen, don’t be naughty, 

my body still hurts because you were too strong last night" Mu Lanyin still felt pain in her lower body. 

At the moment Mu Lanyin’s gaze was no longer cold on Ye Chen, now Mu Lanyin’s eyes looked softer 

when staring at Ye Chen. 



Last night Ye Chen was too strong when doing herself, so Mu Lanyin still felt pain when walking, 

fortunately Mu Lanyin’s cultivation level was quite high, if not possible at this time she could not walk 

because the bottom was too swollen. 

If women used to do what Mu Lanyin and Qing Cheng had just done, they would definitely be killed by 

the large object Ye Chen had. 

Both Mu Lanyin and Qing Cheng knew that the two of them could not handle Ye Chen alone, it seemed 

like they both had to find several brothers to deal with Ye Chen. 

strangely both Mu Lanyin and Qing Cheng felt that they could not leave Ye Chen anymore, both of them 

felt very loving Ye Chen. 

even a cold fairy like Mu Lanyin could fall into Ye Chen’s hands and become a very obedient woman. 

Mu Lanyin had now broken through to the sixth level of the Emperor Realm. 

Whereas Qing Chen had broken through to the fourth level of the Emperor Realm. 

The two women couldn’t believe that they could break through this much after doing Dual Cultivation 

with Ye Chen. 

After the two women put on clothes, Ye Chen helped Mu Lanyin comb through her long beautiful black 

hair. 

Mu Lanyin made a mirror of Ice, after receiving the inheritance of the Blood and Soul Phoenix Ice, Mu 

Lanyin’s Ice aura became stronger than before. 

Mu Lanyin looked at her face in the ice mirror she just made, when Mu Lanyin looked in the mirror, she 

was surprised to see that she looked prettier than before. 

Mu Lanyin in disbelief began to touch her beautiful face, her skin now looked more moist and keyal than 

before. 

Qing Cheng also saw herself in the mirror of ice made by Mu Lanyin, she did not expect herself to be 

even more beautiful than before. 

the two women immediately looked towards Ye Chen. 

Seeing this Ye Chen smiled wryly at the two women, after finishing changing clothes, it was time to look 

at the treasure room said by Azure Dragon. 

"Let’s go to the treasure room" Ye Chen invited the two women to go to the treasure room under the 

altar. 

"The treasure room? Where is the room? "Hearing the word treasure Qing Cheng was very excited, she 

immediately asked Ye Chen where the treasure room was. 

Mu Lanyin was also excited, but she was not like Qing Cheng who expressed herself. 



"It’s under the altar, let’s look for where the entrance is to go down" Ye Chen, Mu Lanyin and Qing 

Cheng began to search for the entrance around, Azure Dragon didn’t mention where the entrance was, 

Ye Chen and the two women had to find the entrance by themselves . 

After searching for a while Ye Chen found the entrance under the altar "I found it, let’s go in". 

the entrance was rather small Ye Chen had to bend down to enter downwards. 

Mu Lanyin and Qing Chen followed behind Ye Chen, Ye Chen used his fire as street lighting. 

After walking for several minutes Ye Chen finally reached the bottom. 

What Azure Dragon said was true, in this place there were a lot of valuable treasures scattered about, 

there were pills, weapons artifacts, medicinal plants and Divine rainbow crystals. 

Divine Rainbow Crystal is a crystal in which it stores very pure energy, this energy can be absorbed by a 

cultivator to accelerate the increase in cultivation level. 

Moreover, this Crystal was the rarest type of Crystal in the God Realm, even Gu Xuan was only that great 

only possessing a few Divine Rainbow Crystal ores. 

And right now in front of Ye Chen was a pile of Divine rainbow crystals, this place was indeed worth 

mentioning as a treasure room. 

Ye Chen Mu Lanyin and Qing Chen began to scatter and look for some valuable items. 

they all want to see if there is an artifact or a valuable object that is suitable for their use. 

Mu Lanyin is currently looking for some swords for herself, Mu Lanyin likes thin and light swords she 

wants to find out if there is a sword in this place that is suitable for her to use. 

Mu Lanyin began to sort through the swords that were in this place, some of the swords he took turned 

out to be very heavy, the artifact weapons in this place were the lowest in tier 3 and the highest in tier 

7, of course the higher the tier weapon artifacts the more also strong the material used. 

Mu Lanyin kept trying one by one for every sword she saw, all of them were not right for her, all of these 

swords were indeed strong, but this was too heavy for Mu Lanyin who likes light type swords. 

Mu Lanyin did not give up, she continued to search the pile of artifacts to find the weapon she wanted. 

After searching for a long time, finally Mu Lanyin found a weapon that looked like an ice crystal, the 

handle of this sword was shaped like a very beautiful white lotus 

Mu Lanyin began to weigh the weight of this sword, this sword was very thin and very light. Mu Lanyin 

felt like lifting a cotton ball. 

Seeing that this sword fulfilled the Requirement that she was looking for, Mu Lanyin immediately tried a 

few movements of her sword attack by using this sword. 

While holding this sword Mu Lanyin began her sword dance, after trying a lot of movements Mu Lanyin 

really liked this sword, this sword was very suitable for her. 



Mu Lanyin saw the inscription carved on this scabbard, the name of this sword was the White lotus 

crystal sword, this was the tier 6 sword artifact, this sword could strengthen the user’s Ice attack, this 

was the most suitable weapon to be used by Mu Lanyin. 

Mu Lanyin has decided to take this sword. 

Qing Cheng has now also found the artifacts she wanted, the requirements for the Qing Cheng artifacts 

were not too high, as long as it could be used for herself. 

Qing Cheng got a butterfly-patterned shawl artifact with a rainbow-colored cloth, for Qing Cheng this 

was very beautiful. 

The name of this weapon is Rainbow Butterfly Shawl, this is a tier 6 artifact, after getting this shawl Qing 

Cheng was very happy. 

This was the first time she had gotten an artifact with a very high tier. 

Chapter 218 - Mysterious Sword 

Ye Chen didn’t really care about the artifacts in this place, he preferred to see the pills in the bottle, he 

wanted to see if there was a valuable pill in this place. 

There are tons of very valuable pill bottles here, there are cultivation speed enhancing pills, pills to 

increase your cultivation base and many more pills that are useful for Ye Chen and his women. 

Ye Chen began discussing with Mu Lanyin and Qing Cheng to divide up the treasures that were in this 

place. 

After a very long discussion the final result had been decided, Mu Lanyin and Qing Cheng asked for some 

ration to be given to their sect, while the rest let Ye Chen save it for their later use. 

Ye Chen divided the treasures for Mu Lanyin and Qing Cheng, the rest Ye Chen put it in the storage of 

the fairy gates, all the items in this place by Ye Chen were put into the storage of the fairy gates. 

Mu Lanyin and Qing Cheng were happy because they brought back this much resources, ranging from 

pills, artifacts, medicinal plants, etc. It would definitely be very useful to increase the strength of their 

sect. 

Especially at this time both Mu Lanyin and Qing Cheng had entered the realm of the Emperor Realm, 

this time the harvest was huge for Mu Lanyin and Qing Cheng. 

This was thanks to Ye Chen’s help, if it wasn’t for Ye Chen maybe they wouldn’t get such an abundant 

harvest. 

"Now I can return to the sect calmly" Qing Cheng was happy that this trip had produced this much 

results. 

"Back to the sect, huh" Mu Lanyin was a little gloomy when thinking about returning to the sect. 

"Lanyin, why are you so sad? , do you get less wealth? Ye Chen asked whether Mu Lanyin wanted more 

wealth from him. 



"It’s not like that, the problem is I have violated sect rules, if it is known by the sect I will definitely be 

removed from the sect" if until Mu Lanyin is known to have a relationship with a man then it is certain 

she will be expelled from the sect. 

"Do you have no other way so that you are not expelled from the sect? "Ye Chen asked Mu Lanyin. 

Mu Lanyin shook her head "there is no other way, sect rules are very strict, this has been passed down 

by the first ancestor who built the Frozen Ice Sect" Mu Lanyin informed that this regulation had existed 

since time immemorial. 

"Husband come here, I want to tell you something" Qing Cheng told Ye Chen to come closer to her. 

Qing Cheng then whispered a secret to Ye Chen, this secret about all the rules that existed in the Frozen 

Ice Sect. 

Qing Cheng used the Purple Butterfly’s technique to enter Mu Lanyin’s mind, Mu Lanyin had no idea if 

Qing Cheng peeked into her memory. 

Ye Chen listened to all the rules in the Frozen Ice Sect, he had no idea that the Frozen Ice Sect had rules 

like that. 

Qing Cheng was the same as Ye Chen, she was surprised to find that the Frozen Ice Sect had such rules, 

it turns out that what she had known about the Frozen Ice Sect was wrong. 

The rules of the Frozen Ice Sect are very clear, whoever is the woman of the Frozen Ice Sect whose face 

is seen by men, then they have two choices, first they will kill the man, and the second they follow the 

man and are expelled from the sect. 

It was only fitting that when Ye Chen took the veil that Mu Lanyin had, Mu Lanyin was very angry and 

intended to kill him, apparently it was the choice she had between killing Ye Chen and following Ye 

Chen. 

"What are you talking about behind me" Mu Lanyin began to suspect what Ye Chen and Qing Cheng 

were talking about. 

"Nothing, we are just discussing how you can not be expelled by your sect" Qing Cheng immediately said 

that Mu Lanyin was not suspicious of herself and Ye Chen. 

If Mu Lanyin knew she was peering into her memory, then it could be ascertained that Mu Lanyin would 

be angry with her, which is why Qing Cheng tried to hide this from Mu Lanyin. 

"Then what plans do you two have? "Mu Lanyin wants to know what plans Ye Chen and Qing Cheng 

have. 

Ye Chen and Qing Cheng were both thinking about how to solve Mu Lanyin’s problem. 

Ye Chen just remembered that he had the technique. 

"Lanyin, you don’t need to worry about that, I have a technique that can make you look like you have 

the aura of a virgin Yin again." Ye Chen has a technique that can manipulate the aura of a virgin Yin. 

After all if no one spoke then no one would know of Mu Lanyin’s relationship with Ye Chen. 



"Does such a technique exist? "Mu Lanyin did not know that such a technique existed in this world. 

"Of course there is, this is the technique" Ye Chen handed a book to Mu Lanyin. This book contains 

techniques to manipulate the aura of the virgin Yin, this technique is only to manipulate so that it feels 

to have the aura of a virgin Yin. 

Unless a dual cultivation cultivator like Ye Chen could absorb the Yinqi aura from a virgin, no one would 

realize that Mu Lanyin had no longer emitted a virgin Yin aura. 

"Thank you very much" Mu Lanyin was very grateful to Ye Chen, the problem that she feared the most 

was easily resolved by Ye Chen. 

"You don’t need to keep thanking me, we are a couple, it’s an obligation to help each other" Ye Chen 

said to Mu Lanyin starting to behave like a couple. 

Hearing Ye Chen’s words just now Mu Lanyin’s heart was very happy, she immediately nodded at Ye 

Chen. 

"Husband why don’t you put that sword into your storage room" Qing Cheng who is currently next to 

suddenly spoke, she pointed to a sword stuck on the stone floor. 

Qing Cheng initially looked around to make sure there were no items left behind, when she looked in a 

corner, she saw a sword still embedded in the stone floor. 

Ye Chen and Mu Lanyin immediately turned around and looked towards the direction pointed by Qing 

Cheng, both of them seeing that there was still a one-handed sword stuck on the stone floor. 

Ye Chen thought that if he had put all the objects in the fairy gate room storage, there was actually an 

object that did not enter the fairy gate storage. 

This sword has a very cool form, this sword has a black sword with a gold middle motif. 

This mysterious sword is very cool, this sword looks like a sword belonging to a hero who often appears 

in cartoon films 

"Let me put this in my storage room" Ye Chen again tried to put this sword into the fairy gate storage 

room. 

When Ye Chen tried to insert this object into the fairy gate storage, nothing happened, the sword still 

with a crow stuck in the stone floor. 

Chapter 219 - Sword Spirit Girl 

"This. . . , why does this sword not enter my storage room? "Ye Chen did not understand why this sword 

did not want to enter his fairy gate storage, even though the fairy gate’s empty space was very wide, 

this was still enough to insert so many objects. 

"Let me try it, maybe I can put it in my own storage room" now it’s Qing Cheng’s turn to try to put this 

sword into her storage room. 

Just like Ye Chen nothing happened when Qing Cheng tried to insert this sword into her storage ring, this 

sword was still stuck on the floor. 



"Maybe we should pull it out before putting it in the storage room." Mu Lanyin stepped forward, she 

tried to pull this sword from the floor. 

Mu Lanyin with all her might tried to pull this sword from the floor, unfortunately the sword did not 

move at all even from where the sword was. 

"Too strong, I am unable to pull it out" Mu Lanyin felt that this sword was stuck very strongly, even with 

Mu Lanyin’s current cultivation base, she was still unable to pull this sword out of the floor. 

"Let me try it" Ye Chen came forward, he tried to pull out this sword with both hands. 

Ye Chen did not hold back his strength at all, he used his full strength to pull this sword from the floor. 

This mysterious sword did not move at all, even though Ye Chen had used full strength to pull this sword 

out. 

After trying for a minute, Ye Chen finally gave up, this sword did not move from its original place. 

When Ye Chen looked down, he saw an inscription engraved on the stone floor. 

What is written on this stone reads "Divine Yin Yang Sword, use a drop of your blood to revive this 

sword" Those are the words written on this stone. 

Ye Chen was curious about the meaning of the words written on this stone floor, especially here it was 

said to bring this sword to life requires a blood, what kind of sword is this actually. 

"Yuechan do you know what sword this is?" Ye Chen asked Chu Yuechan who might know something 

from this sword. 

"Hmmmmm, actually I have no idea what kind of sword this is, I have never seen a sword that has this 

shape" Chu Yuechan doesn’t know what sword this is, there is no record of the Divine Yin Yang sword 

"Why don’t you just try to shed your blood on this sword" Chu Yuechan was also very curious, she 

wanted Ye Chen to do what was written on the floor. 

"Are you sure this is safe? "Ye Chen asked Chu Yuechan whether doing what was written on the floor 

was safe or not. 

"If I’m not mistaken, this is a condition that is usually used by certain weapons to want to recognize you 

as their master, it seems like this also applies to this sword" Chu Yuechan told Ye Chen that this might be 

a condition for this sword to acknowledge Ye Chen. 

Ye Chen was very curious about this sword, he wanted to try to do what was written on the stone floor. 

Ye Chen took a needle and then stabbed the tip of his finger, after Ye Chen stabbed his finger with the 

needle, blood began to flow out, Ye Chen dripped his blood on the divine Yin Yang sword. 

Mu Lanyin and Qing Cheng saw what Ye Chen was doing, both of them wanted to see what would 

happen. 

After the sword was exposed to Ye Chen’s blood, this sword released an extremely strong aura, an aura 

that came out like light and darkness that merged into one. 



The treasure room was immediately enveloped by very strong winds. The strength of this wind directly 

blew Ye Chen, Mu Lanyin and Qing Cheng. 

Ye Chen, Mu Lanyin and Qing Cheng were flown backwards. 

The three of them had no idea that something like this would happen when Ye Chen shed blood on the 

divine Yin Yang sword. 

The aura released by the sword became stronger, until a dazzling light came out from this sword. 

The light that came out of this sword, made Ye Chen, Mu Lanyin and Qing Cheng unable to see for a 

while. 

The three of them did not know what was happening after the blinding light appeared. 

thirty seconds later the light began to dim and disappear, Ye Chen, Mu Lanyin and Qing Cheng were 

finally able to see again. 

The three of them immediately looked towards the divine Yin Yang sword, at this time the sword was no 

longer in its original place. 

In the place of the Divine Yin Yang Sword now stands a very beautiful girl, this girl’s age is estimated to 

be 14 ~ 15 years old, this girl has a height of 155 cm with a body that has just developed, black hair 

flowing straight down, this girl wearing white gothic clothing and a white floral ribbon. 

This girl starts rubbing her eyes "hoam. . . ., who the hell is a person who interferes with my deep sleep 

", the girl in gothic clothing raises her hand up like someone who just woke up. 

Ye Chen was curious where this girl had come from, and where the Divine Yin Yang Sword had gone. 

"Wow, a spirit sword with a human form, master. You are very fortunate to be able to meet with a rare 

spirit sword like this." Chu Yuechan told Ye Chen that this was a human-spirited sword. 

After hearing Chu Yuechan’s words Ye Chen understood that this girl was the divine Yin Yang sword 

itself. 

"Master, you must be good to this girl, if you are good to this girl maybe she will make a contract with 

you" Chu Yuechan told Ye Chen to be kind to this girl. 

Right now the spirit girl hadn’t made a contract with Ye Chen yet, Ye Chen’s blood had only served to 

wake this girl from her long sleep. 

The sword spirit girl looked at Ye Chen "huft. . , so you are the one who woke me up from my long sleep, 

I’m hungry, quickly give me a meal to eat. "The tone of the sword spirit girl was very rude to Ye Chen. 

Ye Chen took out the heavenly peach and handed it to the sword spirit girl "this is for you, eat it". 

The sword spirit girl glanced at the peach heaven "I don’t like food like that" The sword spirit girl said 

that she didn’t like the peaches in Ye Chen’s hands. 

"Then what do you want? "Ye Chen asked this troublesome spirit girl. 

"Hehehe, I want you" The spirit girl turned towards Ye Chen with a look of desire. 



"Huh, me? "Ye Chen is confused by what this spirit girl is talking about. 

Mu Lanyin and Qing Cheng who heard this were shocked by the courage of the sword spirit girl, the two 

of them did not expect that the girl who looked innocent had such thoughts. 

The sword spirit girl disappeared and appeared right in front of Ye Chen, the sword spirit girl now 

floated parallel to Ye Chen’s height, she leaned closer to Ye Chen and wrapped her arms behind Ye 

Chen’s back. 

Chapter 220 - Yin Ying'er 

Ye Chen didn’t understand why this girl suddenly hugged himself. 

The sword spirit girl opened her mouth and bit Ye Chen’s neck. 

Ye Chen immediately felt pain in his neck, Ye Chen’s blood felt in suction by this sword spirit girl. 

Ye Chen tried to break away from this girl, unfortunately Ye Chen couldn’t break away from the sword 

spirit girl. 

He felt the sword spirit girl holding him very strongly, the sword spirit girl continued to suck Ye Chen’s 

blood, a few seconds later she finally wanted to release the bite from Ye Chen’s neck. 

"Wow, your blood is very delicious, I have never tasted blood that is as delicious as yours" The sword 

spirit girl licked her own lips, she looked very fond of Ye Chen’s blood. 

Ye Chen immediately grabbed the place where the spirit girl sucked himself, Ye Chen did not see the scar 

in the place where the sword spirit girl bit Ye Chen. 

Ye Chen felt strange, why were there no scars, even though he clearly felt that the blood in his body was 

suctioned by the spirit girl in front of him. 

"I like you, from now on you will be my master, now every day I will get delicious food" The sword spirit 

girl was jumping up and down with joy. 

The sword spirit girl returned closer to Ye Chen, she took Ye Chen’s finger and put Ye Chen’s finger in her 

mouth. 

Ye Chen felt his finger get into a very moist and warm place, the mouth of the sword spirit girl was very 

comfortable. 

The feeling of comfort did not last long, the sword spirit girl again bit Ye Chen quite strongly. 

"hurt . . . . "Ye Chen shouted slightly as the sword spirit girl bit his finger. 

Ye Chen’s blood was suctioned again by the sword spirit girl, a few moments later on the back of Ye 

Chen’s hand appeared a sword tattoo place under the fairy gate tattoo. 

The contract was finally made by this sword spirit girl "master, from now on we will always be together, 

you have to give me a good meal every day" the sword spirit girl looks very happy with this. 

Ye Chen was helpless seeing the behavior of the sword spirit girl who was like a child. "So what is your 

name? "Ye Chen asked the name of this sword spirit girl. 



"Name? "The sword spirit girl began to remember who she was. 

"Yes, that is the meaning of the word used to call someone" Ye Chen explained to the sword spirit girl. 

"I remember, my name is Yin Ying’er" The sword spirit girl finally remembered her name. 

"Yin Ying’er, so that’s your name, okay from now on I will call you Ying’er, how is it? "Ye Chen asked Yin 

Ying’er. 

Yin Ying’er immediately nodded to Ye Chen, she now became obedient to Ye Chen. 

Ye Chen stroked Yin Ying’er’s hair, Yin Ying’er seemed to really enjoy Ye Chen’s hand caressing. 

"Hoamm. . . "Yin Ying’er yawned" I’m sleepy, I want to sleep "Yin Ying’er suddenly disappeared and 

entered Ye Chen’s body. 

Ye Chen smiled wryly at the departure of Yin Ying’er, this girl seemed not to be much different from Ye 

Xiu’s little fox who was lazy and liked to sleep. 

"Ye Chen, who was that little girl? "Mu Lanyin immediately asked who the mysterious girl was. 

"That girl is a sword spirit that has a human form, this is a very rare type of spirit" Ye Chen explained 

who Yin Ying’er was to Mu Lanyin. 

Mu Lanyin did not think that the little girl earlier was a sword spirit, she thought the girl was the 

guardian of this place. 

"You don’t need to worry about Ying’er, she won’t hurt us, let’s get out of this place, soon this place will 

collapse" Ye Chen invited Mu Lanyin and Qing Cheng out of the ancient heritage site. 

Mu Lanyin and Qing Cheng nodded, the three immediately returned to the surface. 

The three of them came out of the secret room, now Ye Chen felt he could again use his spirit sensei in 

this place, before Ye Chen could not use his spirit sensei which made him trapped with Mu Lanyin and 

Qing Cheng. 

Ye Chen wanted to see if there were people in this place or not, he used his spirit sensei to detect the 

entire ancient heritage site. 

Ye Chen detected within a very wide radius, apparently in this place there were no more people, it 

seemed like everyone had left this place. 

"There are no more people here, let’s get out of this place" Ye Chen invited the two women to leave this 

place. 

Mu Lanyin and Qing Cheng were currently worried about the situation of the elders from their sect, it 

was not known whether they were okay or had an accident at this place. 

This time coming out of this place felt easier when it could use spirit sensei, within minutes Ye Chen, Mu 

Lanyin and Qing Cheng made it to the exit. 

Outside is also very quiet, there are no cultivators in this place. 



"What actually happened when we were gone, why did this place become so quiet" Mu Lanyin did not 

understand why this place was so quiet, where did the other cultivators go. 

"Is it possible that they have all returned? "Qing Cheng began to think that people had returned to their 

respective sects. 

As they were thinking, there was a bird made of ice and beautiful butterflies flying close to Mu Lanyin 

and Qing Cheng. 

It was obvious that these two creatures were a technique, the ice birds and beautiful butterflies landed 

on the fingers of Mu Lanyin and Qing Cheng. 

These two creatures turned into particles and gave information to Mu Lanyin and Qing Cheng. 

Mu Lanyin and Qing Cheng absorbed the information they got. 

After absorbing this information, the two women were relieved, apparently their group had returned to 

the sect 2 days ago, because they did not find anything valuable inside, everyone decided to return to 

their respective sects. 

This time the group belonging to Mu Lanyin and Qing Cheng should have returned to the sect 

headquarters. 

" What happened ? "Ye Chen asked Mu Lanyin and Qing Cheng what happened to the people who were 

previously in this place. 

"This is a message saying that they have returned to the sect" Qing Cheng told Ye Chen the contents of 

this message. 

"My message content is the same, Four Frozen Fairy has also returned to the Frozen Ice Sect" Mu Lanyin 

told the contents of her message. 

"Do you two also have to go back to your sect?" Ye Chen asked. 

Mu Lanyin and Qing Cheng nodded simultaneously. 

Ye Chen looked sad because he had to part with his two women. 

"You don’t need to worry, I will often go to your place" Qing Cheng said that he would come to Ye 

Chen’s place. 

"I will often go to your place too" Mu Lanyin also promised Ye Chen that he would go to Ye Chen’s place. 

Mu Lanyin and Qing Cheng discussed that the two of them could go to Ye Chen’s residence together. 

Mu Lanyin and Qing Cheng were actually difficult to leave Ye Chen, but because of their responsibilities 

as sect leaders they both had to leave. 

 


